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Market Leader 13 Years Running
Growing 2X-4X faster than the market
75K Airheads

Aruba receives highest product scores in
5 out of 6 use cases in
Gartner’s Critical Capabilities Report
AUTOMATED AND INTELLIGENT NETWORKING
FULLY INTEGRATED ARCHITECTURE

Faster detection, diagnosis, and resolution

Policy Management

User and Entity Behavioral Analytics

Cloud Networking

Location Analytics

Location-Based Services

Immediate visibility into what’s happening

Easy automation, control, integration

Unmatched network assurance
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Rapidly Evolving Security Landscape

Focused, Targeted Attacks

Expanding Points of Vulnerability

Security Team Under Stress
What is Aruba 360 Secure Fabric?
Analytics-Driven Active Cyber Protection
Rapidly Evolving Security Landscape

Focused, Targeted Attacks

Expanding Points of Vulnerability

Security Team Under Stress
End to End Policy Management
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Clearpass: End to End Controls

- Corporate Devices
- Internet of Things (IoT)
- TACACS+ Users
- Guest and BYOD

Multi-vendor switching

Aruba ClearPass with Exchange Ecosystem

- REST API, Syslog
- Security monitoring and threat prevention
- Device management and multi-factor authentication
- Helpdesk and voice/SMS service in the cloud

http://community.arubanetworks.com/t5/ClearPass-Exchange-Recipes/tkbc-p/clearpass-recipes
Clearpass + IntroSpect UEBA = Protection

Corporate Devices

Internet of Things (IoT)

Multi-vendor switching

Multi-vendor WLANs

TACACS+ Users

Guest and BYOD

Aruba ClearPass with Exchange Ecosystem + IntroSpect UEBA

Entity360 Profile with Risk Scoring

REST API, Syslog

http://www.arubanetworks.com/products/security/ueba/